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Abstract

Complex network analysis is a fundamental tool to understand non-trivial aspects of graphs and networks
and is widely used in many fields. In this paper, we apply complex network techniques to study port
networks, in which nodes are ports and edges are maritime lines between ports. In particular, we
study the temporal evolution of several topological features of a network of ports, including connected
components, shortest paths, and clustering coefficients. We built the network with three years of
Automatic Identification System data from 2017 to 2019. We highlight several interesting trends and
behaviors that differentiate long-range vessels from short-range vessels.
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1. Introduction
The analysis of maritime data is a well-established source of information to understand the role
of maritime routes in economic, social, and environmental contexts. Recent works propose to use
data analytics and complex network tools to find routes [1], extract high-level representations
and evaluate local maritime traffic [2], and integrate maritime date with other environmental
data [3]. Such studies often employs the modelling of the relationship between vessels and
ports as a network. Such a network, which we call Port Network, represents sea ports as nodes
and edges as maritime lines connecting two ports. Since the introduction of the Automatic
Identification System (AIS) for vessels, there has been a surge of studies on the Port Networks
[4, 5]. Port Networks are usually analyzed with tools that are typical of complex networks,
which allow to compute non-trivial topological features of the network. However, only few
works study the network in terms of its evolution [6, 7]. Also, those works that studied the
network evolution used private data and performed interesting but high-level and coarse-grained
analysis, such as in [8].
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Table 1
A summary of the related works regarding the four evaluated aspects.

The main goal of our analysis is to provide an overview on the evolution and trends of
several Port Network topological features, by consider the two necessary dimensions of time
and layers (i.e., the evolution of the network can be observed for multiple types of vessels,
such as cargo and passengers). Networks can be analysed by looking at the local features of
their main components (i.e., nodes and edges), or by looking at features of the network as a
whole. In this paper we are interested in the latter. We analyzed 3 years of world-wide AIS data
to investigate Port Networks in terms of topological features such as connected components,
shortest paths, and clustering coefficients. From our analysis we observed that long range
vessels, such as cargoes and tanker vessels, tend to form well-connected large networks that
are relatively stable over time, while short range vessel (i.e., passenger, fishing) form small
well-connected networks with a lot of variability over time.
The content of this discussion paper is based on other manuscripts [9, 10] already published
by the same authors, which contains an extensive related work, a detailed methodology, and a
correlation and stationarity analysis of the network measures. With respect to [9] however, this
paper provide the analysis on a cleaner and improved AIS dataset.

2. Related Work
Table 1 summarizes how state of the art in the graph analysis with vessel data, in terms of
source data (AIS or Lloyd’s database), whether the works evaluated the graph evolution over
time, and the scope (local or global).
The work done in [11] is one of the first to study the concept of Port Networks as a complex
network. They use AIS information about the itineraries of 16363 ships of three types (bulk dry
carriers, container ships, and oil tankers) during 2007 to build a network of links between ports.
They show that the three categories of ships differ in their mobility patterns and networks. The
work of [6] uses a sample of the Lloyds database with the world container ship fleet movements
from Chinese ports from the years of 2008 to 2010. Their work aims to look at changes in the
maritime network before and after the financial crisis (2008-2010) and analyze the extent to
which large ports have seen their position within the network change. The authors show how
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Figure 1: Methodology for the creation of Port Networks and Time-series from AIS data

the global and local importance of a port can be measured using graph theory concepts.
A study of topological changes in the maritime trade network is shown in [12]. The authors
propose two new measures of network navigability called random walk discovery and escape
difficulty. Their results show that the maritime network evolves by increasing its navigability
while doubling the number of active ports and the maritime network does not densify over
time, and its effective diameter remains constant. In [8], the author investigates the degree
of overlap among the different layers of circulation composing global maritime flows. The
results show a strong and path-dependent influence of multiplexity on traffic volume, range of
interaction, and centrality from various perspectives (e.g., matrices correlations, homophily,
assortativity, and single linkage analysis). The work of [4] builds a Port Network using the 2015
AIS data of the world with multiple spatial levels. Their work evaluates features such as average
degree and betweenness centrality of each node, average shortest path length between any two
nodes, and community clusters of the GSNs. In a similar way, [13] presented an approach to
learn automatically and represent compactly commercial maritime traffic in form of a graph,
whose nodes represent clusters of waypoints, which are connected together by a network of
navigational edges.

3. Creation of Port Networks and Timeseries
This section describes our methodology to generate Port Networks and the correspondent
Time-series. A visualization of the various steps is depicted in Figure 1.
Datasets. To build the Port Networks we have used three years (2017-2019) of worldwide
AIS data provided by ExactEarth [14]. The full dataset contains around 2.5 Terabytes of AIS
messages and around 20 billions of records stored in a relational database. In all our analysis we
consider the Maritime Mobile Service Identity (MMSI) as each vessel unique identifier. We used
Python to develop several in-memory scripts to compute graphs topological features. Graphs
are stored in memory as edge-lists. Since our focus is not on the performance of the processing,
we have not performed a formal analysis for scalability. To model the ports we have used the
World Port Index dataset [15] that contains spatial information, including latitude and longitude,
of all known seaports in the world. The radius of the port area has been set to be 3 nautical
miles (around 5 km). This value has been used to define country’s territorial waters limit [16].

AIS data pre-processing. The aim of the pre-processing step is twofold. First, extracting the
AIS messages that happened inside the area of a port. Depending on the radius, there could be
overlapping port areas such that the same AIS record results transmitted inside multiple ports.
In these cases, we discriminate by clustering the ports whose regions overlap and assign this
cluster an unique port identifier. Messages are then spatial filtered with the clustered ports regions, in order to create a new set that contains only those messages transmitted inside the port
areas. Second, removing incorrect, duplicated, and noisy messages. Incorrect messages are those
syntactically valid but with invalid semantics in relevant fields (typically position or vessel type).
Visits and Voyages. We define a visit by the continuous presence of a particular vessels in a
port area. Multiple consecutive AIS messages in the same port area are considered as the same
visit. By ordering the visits by time, we obtain a sequence of visits for each vessel. From the
sequence of visits we extract the set of voyages. The underlying assumption is that given a
sorted set of visits, we record a voyage from a origin to a destination port by observing the visit
sequence of each vessel. The duration of a voyage is the time of the last visit of a vessel in the
origin port and the time of first visit in the destination port. We then removed those voyages
whose speed exceeds the capabilities of the vessels.
Port Network and Time-series. From the sequences of visits, we create multiple Port Networks, each considering a specific consecutive, non-overlapping time intervals. A Port Network
is built by considering ports as nodes and the voyages as edges. The resulting network is a
directed graph built by essentially collapsing a multi-graph into a directed graph. By extracting
several topological features from each Port Network, we create a set of time-series to be able
to study the evolution of the graphs using complex network concepts. The Time-series have
been build with a time interval of a solar month, resulting in a total of 36 Time-series for each
considered vessel type and each topological feature.

4. Port Networks Analysis
Diverse types of vessels transmit AIS data, and it is natural to assume that the network of
distinct types (layers) of vessels would be different. To identify the vessel type, we used the type
field of the AIS data, and their associated description has been taken from the marinetraffic.com
website1 (with minor modifications). We have considered only those vessel types (layers) having
a relevant amount of unique vessels and voyages count, namely: (i) Cargo (37% unique vessel
count, 6.6% unique voyages count); (ii) Tanker (15.7%, 3.3%); (iii) Passenger (3.84%, 3.13%); and
(iv) Fishing (6%, 47.9%). We did not consider the special or the other types as they contain many
different types of vessels; similarly, we did not consider tug tows as they usually perform very
short voyages between nearby ports, and therefore are not interesting in a global world-wide
analysis.
The average orthodromic distance between all the edges of the graph (Figure 2), as similarly
observed in [8], confirms that cargo and tanker perform longer voyages with respect to passenger
and fishing vessels. Following these considerations we refer to cargo and tanker vessels as
1

https://help.marinetraffic.com/
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Figure 2: Average orthodromic distance in kilometers between nodes connected by an edge

long-range vessels (LRV) due to their high average distances that variate few over time. In
contrast, we refer to fishing and passenger vessels as short-range vessels (SRV) due to their low
average distances that also show some variability.
A relevant aspect in identifying cohesive subgroups of ports is the identification of those
ports that share a strong tie in the traffic for a particular vessel type. The number of Strongly
Connected Components (SCCs) is the number of subgraphs in which any node is reachable by
any other nodes, and which is not connected to another subgraph [17]. Ideally, the number of
SCC indicates how much the graph represents a global scale activity (low SCC number), rather
than composed by a set of not connected and local activities (high SCC number). The average
number of SCCs for the SRV and LRV networks in the 3-years period confirm this trend, with
LRV having a lower number of SCCs in average (cargo: 153; fishing: 203; tanker: 141; passenger:
194). However, LRV networks are composed of a giant SCC that accounts for most of the nodes
(>80%) on average over time, accompanied by many small components often composed by
just two nodes (see Figure 4). As expected, nodes are more evenly distributed among the SCCs
for SRV networks, in which the largest connected components account for just around 40%
of the nodes on average for the passenger networks and around 20% for the fishing networks.
From a geographic perspective, the LRV giant component spans world-wide. Those ports that
remain out of the giant component show a seasonal trend with a clear difference from winter
and summer periods (see Figure 3).
The number of bidirectional edges (i.e. given the nodes 𝑢 and 𝑣, there exist both the edges
[𝑢, 𝑣] and [𝑣, 𝑢]) can be used as an indication about network connectivity. A large fraction
of bidirectional edges in a vessel network means tight interactions between ports, indicating
vessels inter-exchange from most ports pairs. In LRV networks we notice a lower fraction
of bidirectional edges, with around 70% of the ports connected only in one direction. By
comparison, the SRV networks have a large fraction and are more variable (around 40% on
average, see Figure 5). It is also interesting to notice how the values for the passenger networks
form valleys during springs and autumns, while it peaks during summers and winters, indicating
a seasonal change in the traffic patterns. LRV networks show a low fraction of bidirectional
edges but a giant connected component: this suggests that LRVs are likely returning to the same
set of ports but not directly, i.e., visiting other ports beforehand. This suggests that LRV traffic
is mostly composed of unidirectional routes organised in ’circular’ patterns. These findings
correspond with the results obtained by similar research works [11]. By comparison, in SRV

(a) January 2018

(b) July 2018

Figure 3: Ports in the giant connected components (blue circles) vs ports outside it (red crosses). During
winter periods (left) several north-most areas are cut out from the giant component, such as in the
Greenland or the Great Lakes of North America, whereas they are present during summer(right)
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Figure 4: Fraction of nodes in the largest strongly connected component
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Figure 5: Fraction of bidirectional edges

networks we observe many SSCs with an even distribution of vessel, and a higher symmetry,
suggesting clusters of small local networks of predefined routes that are not connected to each
other. The average shortest path in a graph is the minimum number of edges to traverse from
a node origin to a node destination averaged on all pairs of nodes. In the vessel network, a
lower average shortest path reveals more dense port connections. The average shortest path
(computed on the giant connected component) of LRV networks is around 4 for tankers and
cargo and is stable over time (see Figure 6). For SRV networks, the average shortest path is
4 for for fishing vessels, but with a much higher variability with respect to LRV networks.
The average shortest path is relatively high and variable for passenger vessels, indicating a
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Figure 6: Average shortest path. As a matter of comparison, for similar size random networks, we
measured the following average shortest path: 2.7 for cargo, 3.5 for fishing, 2.9 for tanker, and 3.9 for
passenger.
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Figure 7: Average clustering coefficient. As a matter of comparison, for similar size random networks,
we measured the following average clustering coefficient: 0.01 for cargo, 0.02 for fishing, 0.01 for tanker,
and 0 for passenger.

low-density graph affected by seasonal trends. However, the largest component in fishing
networks is generally small compared to the number of nodes, so that such low values can be a
direct consequence of that.
The average clustering coefficient, is the average of local clustering coefficients of all nodes.
The local clustering of a node is the fraction of triangles (set of 3 vertices such that any two of
them are connected by an edge) that exist over all possible triangles in its neighborhood [17]. In
other words, it can serve to evaluate how many voyages happen around the same set of ports.
The results (Figure 7) show that cargo and tanker networks create networks of higher density
with respect to passenger and fishing networks. The average clustering coefficient variability is
high for all the type of vessels, but larger for SRV networks, and there is no noticeable pattern.
Such variability indicates that most of the connections are indeed volatile and their existence
can depend on specific local factors.

5. Conclusion
This paper presented an analysis of the evolution of networks of voyages of vessels between
ports, based on several Time-series of topological features of the Port Network. The networks
were built in a bottom-up and data-driven fashion, considering three years of worldwide AIS
data. The empirical evaluation of the Time-series shown that LRVs, such as cargos and tanker

vessels, tend to form well-connected giant strongly connected components that are relatively
stable over time; by comparison, the SRVs behaviour is more variable over time and the resulting
networks are more fragmented, with each component well-connected even if small.
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